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    25  points – beyond excellent!     
1.  

  01369cam a2200313 a 4500  Leader 
  001 180330  Control Number 
  005 20110706084149.0  DTLT 
  008 050228s2006 miua b 001 0 eng Fixed Data 
  010__  |a  2005046381 LOC control number 
  020__  |a 073772563X                         ISBN 
  020__  |a 9780737725636                    ISBN 
  035__  |a (OCoLC)ocm58043327  System control number 
  035__  |a (OCoLC)58043327  
  035__  |a 180330  
  040__  |a DLC  |c DLC  |d BAKER  |d C#P  |d JQ8  |d OCLCQ  |d VP@ 

 |d OCO |d QBX  |d XY4  |d BTCTA  |d YDXCP  |d CST Cataloging source 
  049__  |a MAIN  
  05000  |a BQ4055  |b .B8513 2006 LOC Number 
  08200  |a 294.3  |2 22 Dewey Number 
  24500  |a Buddhism /  |c Jeff Hay, book editor. Title, respons statement 
  260__  |a Farmington Hills, MI :  |b Greenhaven Press,  |c c2006. Imprint 
  300__  |a 238 p. :  |b ill. ;  |c 23 cm. Phys desc. 
  440_0  |a Religions and religious movements Series traced 
  504__  |a Includes bibliographical references (p. 225-228) and index. Bib note 
  5050_  |a Foreword -- Introduction -- Origins of Buddhism -- Smaller path: 

Theravada Buddhism in Southeast Asia -- Greater Path: Mahayana Buddhism in East 
Asia -- Buddhism around the world and in Modern Times -- Glossary -- Chronology -
- Further Research -- Index. Contents note-complete 

  520__  |a Presents an overview of Buddhism, including its origins, its spread to 
Asia and eventually the West, and the challenges its faces in the modern societies of 
the twentieth-first century. Annotation note 

  650_0  |a Buddhism  |x History. Topical Subject-no level of term specified 
  7001_  |a Hay, Jeff. Pers Name as added entry 
  949__  |a XXWGA  |a XXWVA  |a INWSB  |a XXWBL  |a XXWMI Equivalence 

and cross-ref 
  994__  |a C0  |b XXWEL  

 
2. 

 000 01897cam a22004094a 4500 Leader 
 001 255758  Control Number 
 005 20111007123017.0  DTLT 
 008 070507s2007 nyuab b 001 0 eng Fixed Data 
 010__  |a  2007019309 LOC 
 020__  |a 9781559392822 (alk. paper) ISBN 
 020__  |a 1559392827 (alk. paper) ISBN 
 0291_  |a AU@  |b 000041602691  
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 0291_  |a NZ1  |b 11372615  
 035__  |a (OCoLC)ocn124075030 System control number 
 035__  |a (OCoLC)124075030  
 035__  |a 255758  
 040__  |a DLC  |c DLC  |d BAKER  |d BTCTA  |d C#P  |d YDXCP  |d BWX 

 |d STJ  |d VP@ Cataloging source 
 043__  |a a-cc-ti geographic area code 
 049__  |a MAIN Local holdings 
 05000  |a BQ7604  |b .P69 2007 LOC number 
 08200  |a 294.3/923  |2 22 DDC 
 1001_  |a Powers, John,  |d 1957- Main entry personal name, dates 
 24510  |a Introduction to Tibetan Buddhism /  |c by John Powers. Title 
 250__  |a Rev. ed., 2nd ed. Edition statement 
 260__  |a Ithaca, N.Y. :  |b Snow Lion Publications,  |c 2007. Imprint statement 
 300__  |a 591 p. :  |b ill., map ;  |c 23 cm. phys desc 
 504__  |a Includes bibliographical references (p. [561]-575) and indexes. 

bibliographic statement 
 5050_  |a The Indian background -- Buddhism in India -- Some important 

Buddhist doctrines -- Meditation -- Mahayana -- Tibetan history and culture -- 
Tibetan religious history -- The twentieth century -- Religious festivals and 
holy days -- Geography and architecture -- Tibetan Buddhist doctrines and 
practices -- Tantra -- Death and dying in Tibetan Buddhism -- The orders of 
Tibetan Buddhism -- The four orders -- Nyingma -- Kagyu -- Sakya -- Geluk -- 
Bon: a heterodox system. contents note 

 650_0  |a Buddhism  |z China  |z Tibet Autonomous Region.  
 651_0  |a Tibet Autonomous Region (China)  |x Religion. subject added entry 
 85641  |3 Table of contents only  Electronic location access 

 |u http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0717/2007019309.html  
 938__  |a Baker and Taylor  |b BTCP  |n BK0007275149  
 938__  |a YBP Library Services  |b YANK  |n 2556162  
 938__  |a Blackwell Book Service  |b BBUS  |n R2679068  |c $22.95  
 938__  |a Baker & Taylor  |b BKTY  |c 22.95  |d 17.21  |i 1559392827 

 |n 0007275149  |s active  
 949__  |a XXWEV  
 994__  |a C0  |b XXWEV  

3. 
  01911cgm a2200421Ia 4500 Leader 
  001 108194 Control number 
  005 20050623093409.0 DTLT 
  007 vf cbaho- 
  008 960318s1996 nju290 vleng d 
  02842  |a FFH 6234--FFH 6238  |b Films for the Humanities Publisher number 
  035__  |a (OCoLC)ocm34393419  
  035__  |a 108194 Sys control numbre 
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  040__  |a ZEM  |c ZEM  |d XTA  |d UUM  |d RSC cataloging source 
  049__  |a XXWI local holdings 
  090__  |a BL80.2  |b .W58 1996 local call number 
  092__  |a 200  |b WIS  
  24504  |a The wisdom of faith  |h [videorecording] /  |c a Bill Moyers special with 

Huston Smith ; a production of Public Affairs Television, Inc. ; produced and 
directed by Pamela Mason Wagner. Title statement 

  260__  |a Princeton, N.J. :  |b Films for the Humanities & Sciences,  |c 1996. 
Imprint statement 

  300__  |a 5 videocassettes (290 min.) :  |b sd., col. ;  |c 1/2 in. phys desc. 
  500__  |a Videocassette release of a television series originally broadcast on PBS in 

1996. general note 
  50500  |g pt. 1.  |t Hinduism and Buddhism  |g (58 min.) --  |g pt. 2. 

 |t Confucianism  |g (58 min.) --  |g pt. 3.  |t Christianity and Judaism  |g (58 min.) -- 
 |g pt. 4.  |t Islam  |g (58 min.) --  |g pt. 5.  |t A personal philosophy  |g (58 min.). 
contents note 

  508__  |a Executive producers, Judith Davidson Moyers, Judy Doctoroff O'Neill ; 
edited by Juliana Perroni ; coordinating producer, Rebecca Jo Wharton ; composer, 
Thomas Wagner. production credits note 

  5110_  |a Hosted by Bill Moyers. performer note 
  520__  |a Huston Smith relates his experiences with the world's greatest religions 

and attempts to show how all of these "wisdom traditions" share fundamental truths. 
summary 

  538__  |a VHS. system details note 
  60010  |a Smith, Huston. subject added, personal name 
  650_0  |a Religions. subject added, topical 
  7001_  |a Smith, Huston. subject added, personal name 
  7001_  |a Moyers, Bill D.  
  7001_  |a Wagner, Pamela Mason.  
  7102_  |a Public Affairs Television (Firm) subject added corp name 
  7102_  |a Films for the Humanities (Firm)  
  74002  |a Hinduism and Buddhism. Added entry title traced differently  
  74002  |a Confucianism.  
  74002  |a Christianity and Judaism.  
  74002  |a Islam.  
  74002  |a Personal philosophy.  
  994__  |a E0  |b XXW  

 
4. 

  000 01976cam a22003854a 4500 Leader 
 001 344046  Control number 
 005 20110706114510.0  DTLT 
 006 m u  
 007 cr cn||||||||| 
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 008 050318s2005 hiu sb s001 0beng  
 010__  |z  2005008002 LOC no. 
 020__  |z 9780824828561 (alk. paper)  
 020__  |z 0824828569 (alk. paper)  
 020__  |z 9780824829674 (pbk. : alk. paper)  
 020__  |z 0824829670 (pbk. : alk. paper) ISBN 
 035__  |a (CaPaEBR)ebr10386661 sys control number 
 035__  |a (OCoLC)647928261  
 035__  |a 344046  
 040__  |a CaPaEBR  |c CaPaEBR cataloging source 
 043__  |a a-ja--- geographic area code 
 05014  |a BQ697  |b .C67 2005eb loc call numbr 
 08204  |a 294.3/65/0952  |2 22 dewey call number 
 1001_  |a Covell, Stephen Grover,  |d 1965- Main entry personal name, dates 
 24510  |a Japanese temple Buddhism  |h [electronic resource] :  |b worldliness 

in a religion of renunciation /  |c Stephen G. Covell. Title statement 
 260__  |a Honolulu :  |b University of Hawaii Press,  |c c2005. Imprint 

statemeent 
 300__  |a xii, 256 p. ;  |c 24 cm. phys desc 
 440_0  |a Topics in contemporary Buddhism series statement 
 504__  |a Includes bibliographical references (p. [239]-249) and index. bib note 
 5050_  |a Temple Buddhism today: scholarly and popular images of corruption 

-- Laity and the temple: past and present -- Trying to have it both ways: the 
laity in a world-renouncer organization? -- The contemporary priesthood: 
images of identity crisis -- New priests for new times? -- Coming to terms: 
temple wives and world-renouncers -- Money and the temple: law, taxes and 
the image of Buddhism -- The price of naming the dead: funerals, posthumous 
precept names, and changing views of the afterlife. contents note 

 533__  |a Electronic reproduction.  |b Palo Alto, Calif. :  |c ebrary,  |d 2011. 
 |n Available via World Wide Web.  |n Access may be limited to ebrary 
affiliated libraries. Reproduction note 

 650_0  |a Buddhism  |z Japan  |x History  |y 1945- subject added topical 
 650_0  |a Buddhist priests  |x Office  |z Japan.  
 655_7  |a Electronic books.  |2 local  
 7102_  |a ebrary, Inc.  
 85640 

 |u http://site.ebrary.com.allstate.libproxy.ivytech.edu/lib/ivytech/Doc?id=1038 
electronic location and access 6661  |z CLICK HERE to access this book 
through ebrary.  

5. 
000 02410cjm a2200445Ia 4500   Leader 

 001 246391  Control number 
 005 20090327115416.0  DTLT 
 006 m h  
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 007 sz uunnnn|||ed 
 007 cr nna|||||||| 
 008 050321p20041989cc n sik tib d 
 02802  |a 17074-2  |b Naxos Music Library publisher number 
 035__  |a (OCoLC)ocm58540983 Sys control number 
 035__  |a (OCoLC)58540983  
 035__  |a 246391  
 040__  |a NAXOS  |c NAXOS cataloging source 
 0410_  |d tib language code 
 043__  |a a-ii--- geo code 
 24500  |a Sacred ceremonies  |h [electronic resource] :  |b ritual music of 

Tibetan Buddhism. title  
 260__  |a [Hong Kong] :  |b Naxos Music Library,  |c [2004] imprint statement 
 306__  |a 001302  |a 000625  |a 000541  |a 000527  |a 000453  |a 002636 playing 

time 
 500__  |a Streaming audio. general note 
 500__  |a Fifth selection is instrumental, featuring ethnic trumpets and oboes.  
 500__  |a Title from image of compact disc cover on Web page (viewed Dec. 15, 

2004).  
 500__  |a Includes program notes.  
 5050_  |a The offerings for general protectors (Sarkam) (13:02) -- A prayer of 

contents note ala upa (6:25) -- The praises for Guyashamaya (sangva duva) 
(5:41) -- The prayers of forgiveness (sosol) (5:27) -- A traditional composition 
for gya ling and dung chen (4:53) -- Dedications in verses (monlam) ; Guru 
Puja (Lama Chophey Tsok) (26:36).  

 5110_  |a Monks of the Dip Tse Chok Ling Monastery, Dharamsala, chants 
and instrumental accompaniment. performer note 

 518__  |a Digitally recorded at Dip Tse Chok Ling monastery school, 
Dharamsula, India, 1989. date time place of event 

 530__  |a Also available as compact disc. additional phys form avail 
 538__  |a Mode of access: World Wide Web. sys details note 
 538__  |a System requirements: MS Windows 98SE, or 2000, or XP; MS Internet 

Explorer 6.0, Mozilla 1.7.1, FireFox 1PR, Netscape 7.1, or Opera 7.53; and Media 
Player 9 or 10.  

 538__  |a System requirements: Macintosh: Mac OS X 10.2.8 or 10.3.5; MS 
Internet Explorer 5.2, Mozilla 1.7, Netscape 7.1, Opera 7.53, or Safari 1.0; Media 
Player 9.0. Or, Mac OS 8.6 / 9.0; MS Internet Explorer 5.1; Windows Media 
Player 7.1.  

 650_0  |a Buddhist chants  |z India  |z Dharmsala. subject added topical 
 650_0  |a Buddhist music  |z India  |z Dharmsala.  
 7102_  |a Thekchen Chholing (Dharmsala, India) added corp name 
 7760_  |c Compact disc version  |w (OCoLC)26713889 add phys form 
 830_0  |a Naxos Music Library. series added entry 
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 85640 elec location access 
 |u http://ivytech.naxosmusiclibrary.com.allstate.libproxy.ivytech.edu/streamc
at.asp?s=119483%2fIvytechNMLpd01&item%5Fcode=17074-2  |z CLICK HERE 
to listen to this item from Naxos  

 910__  |a cpp3253  
 994__  |a C0  |b TRN  

 
 Marc records for different forms of media vary by type.  This fact is illustrated 
among the four formats displayed above.  Marc records can also vary within the same 
format.  However, this is not always the case.   
 The two print book titles above, Buddhism and Introduction to Tibetan 
Buddhism, share most all significant tags.  Both display ISBN numbers, LOC and 
Dewey call numbers, title and responsibility statements, physical description 
statements, imprint statements, bib notes, and content notes.  Both also provide 
subject information.  The first book duplicates information with the personal name 
entry, while the second book provides a geographic location code and a statement 
that the table of contents is available online. 
 The video cassette title, The Wisdom of Faith provides somewhat different 
information.  There are quite a few more notes containing production and performer 
notes.  ISBN, LOC, and Dewey fields are left out.  System details are also included, 
noting what type of equipment is required to view the material. 
 The electronic book, Japanese Temple Buddhism, provides some of the same 
information as a printed book, including ISBN, LOC and Dewey call numbers, as 
well as physical description. However, production and performer notes are included, 
similar to the video cassette title.  System requirements and access notes are also 
provided.   
 The streaming audio title, Sacred Ceremonies differs the most from the other 
titles.  One particularly interesting note is the inclusion of the date and location that 
the event took place, as it was recorded.  The system requirements are also much 
more extensive.  Notes indicate that a hard copy compact disk is available as well.  
Like the video cassette, ISBN, LOC and Dewey call numbers are absent. 
 As illustrated, it is apparent that no two MARC records will be the same.  
Some differences are unique to certain formats, while others are simply up to the 
discretion of the cataloger to include.  However, knowing what format you're looking 
at can provide a fair indication as to what should be included. 
  
 
Joanna, This assignment is not only perfect in the sense that it fulfills all the assignment 
asked for it goes far beyond. I wish I could award it more points!  May I have your 
permission to utilize this as an example for future classes? 
 
 


